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Holography is considered as one of the most prominent approaches to realize true-10

to-life reconstructions of objects[1, 2]. However, owing to the limited resolution com-11

pared to static holograms[3], state-of-the-art computer generated holograms with dy-12

namic display capabilities reconstruct objects exhibiting various coherent properties, such13

as interference-induced noise[4–6] and content-dependent defocus blur[7, 8]. Since real14

world scenes are composed of incoherent light, the coherent properties of reconstructed15

scenes severely distort the depth perception[9, 10]. Here, we propose a diffraction-16

engineered hologram, which imitates real world incoherent light by adopting a multi-17

plane hologram[11, 12], thereby offering a real world-like defocus blur and a photorealistic18

reconstruction. Our hologram is synthesized by optimizing a wave field to reconstruct19

numerous varifocal images after propagating the corresponding focal distances where the20

varifocal images are rendered using a physically-based renderer. By explicitly adopting21

out-of-focus images as the optimum intensities, the hologram can be synthesized to recon-22

struct the scene with the correct defocus blur. Moreover, to reduce the computational23

costs associated with rendering and optimizing, we also demonstrate a network-based24

synthetic method that requires only an RGB-D image. We experimentally confirm the25

incoherent-like depth expression of the hologram, while successfully suppressing unnec-26

essary interference in the reconstructed hologram. Our diffraction-engineered hologram27

offers comparable synthetic time to previously reported methods[13, 14] while present-28

ing significantly more accurate depth cues, moving one step further to reconstructing29

naturalistic scenes of a virtual world.30

Holography is a recording and reconstruction process based on the interference of multiple wave31

fields[1]. Holograms duplicate the wave field of the recorded object under an appropriate illumination32

and provide true-to-life reconstructions of three-dimensional(3D) objects[2]. Beyond the reproduction of33

a recorded object, the computer generated hologram (CGH), which is a numerically calculated hologram34

of a wave field of non-existing objects, enables the display of arbitrary 3D scenes and provides monocular35

depth cues, unlike traditional displays[15].36

Although holographic displays are free from vergence-accommodation conflict, which causes visual37

fatigue[16] and a significant reduction in the depth constancy[17], unsolved issues originating from their38

limited resolution still remain. A real world object scatters light by reflecting light in various directions39

from the substructures of its rough surface[18], and a static hologram can represent such substructures40
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with a large effective number of pixels[19]. In contrast, dynamic holograms, of which the resolution is 341

orders of magnitude smaller than that of static holograms[3], cannot spread light without noise because42

the interference between voxels becomes noticeable as the number of voxels increases[4, 5]. From this43

perspective, dynamic holograms can be categorized into two different types, namely diffusive holograms44

and non-diffusive holograms(Fig. 1a).45

Diffusive holograms spread light up to the maximum diffraction angle bounded by a pixel pitch by46

introducing high frequency patterns[5, 20–23]. For example, high frequency patterns can be included47

in holograms by placing voxels with a sufficient separation between them[5, 20], applying random48

phases[21, 22], and employing point-based methods with physically correct phases[23]. In diffusive49

holograms, 3D objects can be seen at any position within a viewing angle and out-of-focus objects are50

blurred as real world objects. However, the image quality is limited by a small number of points or51

interference between the points[4, 5].52

In contrast to diffusive holograms, non-diffusive holograms concentrate on enhancing the image53

quality of reconstructed scenes. In this case, position-dependent phase offset is imposed in point-based54

methods to avoid the rapid phase variation of different depth objects[6, 13], phase-retrieval algorithms55

are adopted to reconstruct single-depth images[24, 25], and quadratic phases are utilized to suppress56

the speckles[7, 26]. Although non-diffusive holograms tend to exhibit an enhanced image quality, the57

coherent properties of light become conspicuous due to a reduced numerical aperture and content-58

dependent defocus blur[7, 8]. Since incoherent light yields a content-independent blur circle diameter,59

the incorrect diameter destroys the relationship between the depth and the blur, which is crucial in the60

context of depth perception.[9, 10]. Moreover, the presence of a lucid boundary at the interface between61

objects with different depths due to interference distorts the perception of the relative depth between62

objects[27].63

Here, we demonstrate a diffraction-engineered hologram (DEH) that presents photorealistic scenes64

and real world-like defocus blur, breaking the coherent limits of a conventional CGH. For this purpose,65

we take advantage of the fact that the phase variation of light does not affect the image seen by eyes, but66

steers the propagating direction of light. As a result, it is possible to find a wave field displaying two or67

more different images at the same time when the images are displayed at different depths[11, 12, 28, 29].68

To obtain such a multi-plane hologram, varifocal images are rendered by a physically-based renderer69

that properly handles occluded objects and provides an accurate blur circle similar to that of a human70

eye. The intensity of the wave field of the hologram is optimized to resemble the varifocal images when71

the propagating distance of the wave field matches the focal distance of each varifocal image. As a72

result, the DEH achieves both superiorities, namely the image quality of non-diffusive holograms and73

the depth expression of diffusive holograms. Furthermore, to reduce the computational cost associated74

with the rendering of varifocal images and the optimization of a complex wave field, we design and train75

a convolutional neural network. The diffraction-engineered hologram network (DEHNet) synthesizes76

the complex wave field displaying appropriate blurred images depending on the focal distances while77

requiring only an RGB-D image as the input. Finally, we confirm the properties of the DEH through78

simulations and experiments to demonstrate an enhanced depth expression compared to conventional79

CGHs.80

Assuming that a wave field at the z = 0 plane is given by |A(x, y)|eiφ(x,y), the propagated wave field81

at the z = dn plane calculated by the angular spectrum method (ASM)[30] is given as82

Propdn
(|A(x, y)|eiφ(x,y)) = F−1

{

F
{

|A(x′, y′)|eiφ(x
′,y′)
}

eikzdn
}

, (1)

where F (F−1) is the Fourier (inverse Fourier) transform operator, eikzdn is a propagation kernel with kz =83
√

k2 − k2
x − k2

y, and kx(ky) is the angular wavenumber along the x(y) direction. Here, a notable point of84

Eq. 1 is the fact that the propagation kernel eikzdn does not alter the amplitude distribution in the Fourier85

domain, and so the amplitude distribution in the Fourier domain is sustained for every propagation86

distance. Considering that the diffraction angle is proportional to the spatial frequency[7, 8], the87

application of a wide frequency range of phases is the only means to achieve sufficient defocus blur88
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Figure 1: Schematics of diffraction-engineered holography. a, The intensity distributions of the
diffusive hologram (dCGH), the non-diffusive hologram (nCGH), and the DEH are drawn for two different
planes when a blue square is reconstructed at the left side. The black lines represent the phases of the various
holograms, while the blue arrows represent the propagating direction of the light. In the DEH, the
content-dependent phase at the edge of the square spreads light over a wide angle so defocus blur can be
formed at the other focal plane. b, Upon varying the focal distance of the camera, varifocal images are
rendered using a physically-based renderer. c, The wave field is optimized to satisfy all varifocal images at
each depth in the DEH. d, The nCGH synthesizes a hologram by propagating each voxel and superposing the
propagated voxels. e, In-focus and out-of-focus intensities of the rendered case, the dCGH, the nCGH, and
the DEH are simulated (from top to bottom). The side lengths of the cubes are 3, 4, and 6 (from left to
right). f, The convolutional neural network synthesizes a wave field from an all-in-focus image and an
all-in-focus depth map.

unless the intensity itself is composed of wide range of frequencies.89

However, the majority of high quality non-diffusive CGH (nCGH) algorithms fix the phase as zero90

or as a position-dependent formula[6, 13, 30] to avoid speckles, thereby leaving the content-dependent91

defocus blur unsolved. The DEH starts from this point. DEH is calculated by optimizing a wave field to92

possess a content-dependent phase so that the propagated wave field forms a clear image at the object-93

existing plane while forming a blurred image at other planes. As a target image for each propagated94

distance, we used varifocal images generated by a rendering process with changing focal distance of a95

camera to ensure that occlusion-considered blur is efficiently reflected(Fig. 1b). After simulating the96

propagated intensity of the wave field using the ASM, we calculated the mean square error (MSE)97

between the intensity and the varifocal image of which the focal distance is equal to the propagation98

distance(Fig. 1c). The wave field is compared with tens of varifocal images and it is updated using a99

gradient descent method. The optimization is iterated until the change of the wave field is negligible100

and the wave field is subsequently propagated by the average focal distance of the varifocal images.101

Compared to other researches[13, 14] employing learning-based methods or optimization methods,102

occlusions and defocus blur can be reflected on the reconstructed scene by means of explicitly comparing103

the propagated intensities and defocused images. Furthermore, to reconstruct sharply focused objects,104

the wave field is also compared with an all-in-focus image when the propagation distance is close to the105

depth of the objects (see the Methods for further details). Standard phase retrieval algorithms, e.g. the106
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iterative Fourier transform algorithm, can be used in multi-plane holograms[11, 28, 29], but gradient107

descent optimization is employed to compare the wave field with the depth-weighted all-in-focus image.108

In summary, the total loss function L for optimization is given by,109

L =
N
∑

n=1

[

〈

∣

∣|Propdn
(|A(x, y)|eiφ(x,y))|2 − Idn

∣

∣

2
〉

+ β

〈

∣

∣

∣

∣

(

|Propdn
(|A(x, y)|eiφ(x,y))|2 − IAIF

)

e
−

(

γ Dn−dn

d0−dN

)2
∣

∣

∣

∣

2
〉

]

,

(2)

where N is the number of varifocal images, Idn is the intensity of the varifocal image at a focal distance110

dn, IAIF is the intensity of the all-in-focus image, Dn is the depth map normalized from d0 to dN with111

a focal distance dn, β is the user-defined loss weight, and γ is the user-defined depth attention weight.112

Here, the depth map with defocus blur depending on the focal distance is used instead of an all-in-113

focus depth map to reflect the occlusion (see the Methods for further details). The first term in Eq. 2114

represents the MSE of the propagated wave field compared to the varifocal images, while the second term115

represents the MSE of the propagated wave field compared to the depth-weighted all-in-focus image.116

In contrast to a DEH, conventional methods[13, 30] construct holograms by propagating each 3D point117

for a particular distance depending on its depth value and superposing the propagated voxels(Fig. 1d).118

The method simulates propagation of the points by the ASM and also handles occlusion by ignoring119

the backside wavefront when the backside and frontside wavefronts overlap.120

Holograms depicting a scene with different-sized cubes were synthesized and in-focus (out-of-focus)121

conditions of the holograms were simulated as shown in Fig. 1e. Even in the out-of-focus conditions, the122

defocus blur of the nCGH cannot be seen, especially for the large cube, due to the content-dependent123

defocus blur[7, 8]. Coherent propagation of the wave field forms a Fresnel diffraction pattern which124

differs from the defocus blur of incoherent light so the depth perception can be distorted[9]. In contrast,125

the out-of-focus image of the DEH displays clear defocus blur even if the diameter of the blur circle is126

slightly smaller than that of the rendered image. However, the most significant drawback of the DEH is127

its computation power, since a number of varifocal images are required in addition to an optimization128

procedure. Since nCGH can be synthesized using only RGB-D images, DEHs are not practical in the129

majority of real-time applications.130

To overcome such issues, a neural network (DEHNet) is trained to obtain a DEH from RGB-D131

images(Fig. 1f). The network is composed of 34 convolutions with 12 channels except for the last layer132

which includes a concatenated shortcut. Non-linearity and a wide receptive field are more important133

than hidden features so the number of channels are selected as small as possible to increase the number134

of convolutions and activations under a restricted computation resource. The training dataset consists135

of 3000 different scenes and each of these scenes contains 21 varifocal images, an all-in-focus color136

image, 21 varifocal depth maps, and an all-in-focus depth map. After training, the DEHNet can137

synthesize an optimal wave field which can reconstruct appropriate blurred and sharply focused images138

while considering occlusions, and this can be achieved using only an all-in-focus color image and an139

all-in-focus depth map.140

Figure 2 shows the simulated results for the DEH, the DEHNet, and the nCGH when the focus141

is adjusted to the frontside or backside of the scene. The diffusive hologram is excluded from the142

comparison because its image quality is not compatible with other methods unless other techniques,143

such as the time-multiplexing technique, are adopted simultaneously. One of the differences between the144

nCGH and the DEH is the vivid boundary at the interface of the objects which are located at different145

depths as shown in the enlarged image of Fig. 2. An abrupt phase variation at the interface leads to146

two coherent beams with different phases coinciding at the interface; the constructive and destructive147

interferences then build a sharp boundary. Since blurred and sharply focused edges at the occlusion148

boundary are used to judge the relative depths between objects[27], the presence of a distorted blur at149

an edge can be considered one of the most serious defects. Moreover, when a hole exists in an object,150

the hole is distorted by the depth difference between the object and the background.151
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Figure 2: Simulation results for the DEH, the DEHNet, and the nCGH. With the exception of the
all-in-focus image (top-left) and the depth map (bottom-left), the top images correspond to the front focus
images and the bottom images correspond to the rear focus images. The PSNR values (in dB) and the SSIM
values are marked on the top right corner of each image. The smaller images represent enlarged views of the
larger images. The ASM was used to simulate different focal planes.

The perceptual image quality, including defocus blur as well as speckle noise, can be measured152

quantitatively by evaluating the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the structural similarity (SSIM)153

compared to the rendered images. While the optimized DEH exhibits the best PSNR (26.1) and SSIM154

(0.88) values, the DEHNet also gives compatible results. In contrast, the nCGH gives significantly lower155

PSNR (19.8) and SSIM (0.67) values. Here, the second term in Eq. 2 boosts the image quality of the156

in-focus objects, which results in a slight reduction in the PSNR. Without the second term, the PSNR157

increases slightly (0.6∼0.8) although the image quality at the focal plane is reduced.158

In order to concretely validate the DEHNet, an experimental demonstration is necessary. In an159

optical reconstruction, an amplitude-only spatial light modulator (SLM) with a 1920×1080 (FHD)160

resolution is used instead of a complex SLM. It is well known that an amplitude SLM can be used as161

a complex SLM by means of spatial filtering, although the spatial bandwidth of the SLM is lost [31].162

As confirmed by the simulation, the defocus blur is much weaker and a vivid boundary exists near the163

interface of the different-depth objects in the nCGH. As a consequence, it is difficult to perceive the164

depth of the 3D scene in the nCGH. This tendency is more apparent in the enlarged images shown in165

Fig. 3. Details regarding the experimental setup and parameters can be found in the Methods section.166

Figure 4 shows the inference times of the various CGH-generation methods, which were evaluated167

on an NVIDIA V100 GPU using the FHD resolution images. Since an optimization-based DEH requires168

500 iterations, the method requires more than 1 minute to synthesize a hologram with a superior image169

quality. However, we achieved a frame rate of 62 Hz using a quantized network, of which the weights170

were quantized to 8-bit integers, while losing only ∼0.5 dB of the PSNR compared to the optimization171

method. Although it was not mentioned before, all simulation results and experimental results for the172

DEHNet were achieved using the quantized network.173
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Figure 3: Experimental results of the DEHNet and the nCGH. The top images correspond to the
front focus images and the bottom images correspond to the rear focus images. The small images represent
enlargements of the corresponding holograms, as indicated by the white squares. The bright spots close to the
center can be attributed to the low performance of the anti-reflection coating of the objective lens.

The PSNR and SSIM were evaluated for two datasets with different resolutions to quantitatively174

measure the image quality. One dataset is composed of 512×512 resolution images (Fig. 4b) as in the175

case of the training dataset, while the other dataset is composed of FHD resolution images (Fig. 4c).176

The indicated metrics represent the mean values of the comparison results between all varifocal images177

and the corresponding holograms so the smoothness of defocus blur and the sharpness of the focused178

object are both reflected. In the 512 (FHD) resolution dataset, the DEHNet provides a 6.5 (6.3) dB179

enhancement in the PSNR and a 0.15 (0.07) enhancement in the SSIM compared to the nCGH. Both180

of the evaluation datasets are rendered with textures that differ from that of the training dataset to181

ensure that the performance of the trained network is not restricted to the training dataset.182

When the holograms are synthesized using real world images instead of rendered images, it should183

be pointed out that incorrect values from the captured depth maps can induce severe noise. In the184

majority of cases, real world-captured depth maps include depth holes and incorrect depth values[32]185

so the interference pattern distorts the objects when the object boundaries of the depth map are not186

consistent with those of the RGB image (Extended Fig. 1 and Extended Fig. 2). In contrast to the187

nCGH producing interference-induced black lines at the boundaries of noisy depth, the DEH provides188

noise-suppressed images at these boundaries. In some applications using measured depth maps, e.g.189

video see-through displays, the DEH would therefore give a superior image quality than the nCGH.190

In summary, we proposed and experimentally confirmed that the DEH depicts an arbitrary 3D scene191

with a full range of depth without distortion of the depth perception. At the same time, we demonstrated192

that the network can convert RGB-D images into DEHs in real time and that the increments in the193

PSNR and SSIM metrics are substantial. We expect the DEHs could be widely used in holographic194

displays for virtual and augmented realities offering real world-like 3D displays using currently available195

display devices.196

It should also be noted here that in some works, the multi-plane hologram refers to the hologram197

reconstructing multiple objects at different depths, as an antonym of the hologram that reconstructs198

multiple objects at a single depth[14]. In contrast, we use the term to represent a hologram that can199

reconstruct numerous full-size images at the same time depending on the focal distance. As the latter200

hologram, our experiment shows a greatly enhanced image quality in comparison with those reported201
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Figure 4: Performance comparison. a, Inference times. OPT refers to the DEH calculated by
optimization, NET refers to the DEH calculated by the neural network, and qNET refers to the DEH
calculated by the quantized neural network. We achieved a frame rate of 62 Hz in qNET, which is 8600 (70)
times faster than that obtained in OPT (nCGH). The OPT inference time does not include the rendering
time of the varifocal images. b, The PSNR and SSIM were evaluated for the 512 resolution dataset. The
presented PSNR and SSIM values represent the mean values of all images in the dataset with respect to the
21 rendered images for each scene. OPT, NET, and qNET have similar PSNR values (29.0, 28.9, and 28.5
dB, respectively) and SSIM values (0.909, 0.910, and 0.894, respectively), while nCGH gives significantly
lower PSNR (22.5 dB) and SSIM (0.756) values. c, The PSNR and SSIM were evaluated for the FHD
resolution dataset. For the OPT, NET, qNET, and nCGH methods, the SSIM (PSNR) values were given by
0.955 (33.4 dB), 0.957 (33.4 dB), 0.939 (32.7 dB), and 0.889 (27.1 dB), respectively. The error bars represent
the standard deviations between scenes.

previously[11, 12, 28, 33] despite the fact that more than 20 images were used as target images. The202

degraded image quality in previous experiments mainly originated from the high frequency patterns that203

almost reached the pixel-pitch-limited frequency, since a phase-only SLM or an amplitude-only SLM204

was used instead of a complex SLM[11, 29]. Our experiment confirms that it is possible to reconstruct205

multiple intensities with great fidelity when the target intensities are gradually varied, suggesting the206

feasibility of real-time applications of multi-plane holograms, such as holographic optical tweezers[33],207

one-step volumetric printings[34], and volumetric displays[35].208

methods209

Determining the diameter of the blur circle210

To construct large field of view (FoV) display systems, an SLM is magnified by a lens array. As a211

consequence, the maximum propagation distance of the hologram that allows the reconstruction of a212

virtual image with a depth from d to infinity is determined by the effective focal length of the lens array.213

By approximating the lens array as a thin lens, the maximum propagation distance of the hologram,214

∆z, can be calculated as[36],215

∆z ≈
1

d

∆x2res2

4 tan2 (FoV/2)
(3)

where ∆x is the pixel pitch of the SLM, res is a resolution of the display, FoV is the field of view of216

the system, d is the virtual image distance of the floating object synthesized by the hologram, and the217

virtual image distance of the display is set to infinity. If we consider a 55° FoV, a 4K resolution, a 7.2218

um pixel pitch, and d=0.35 m, then ∆z=2 mm is obtained from Eq. 3.219

Under the specific display parameters that were considered herein, it is possible to calculate the220

diameter of a blur circle of a human eye when the eye is focused on infinity while the object synthesized221

by the hologram is floating at a distance of d. The diameter of a blur circle of an eye in units of display222
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pixels, CoCeye, is given by,223

CoCeye =
A · res

2d · tan(FoV/2)
(4)

where A is the pupil diameter. If the wave field of the hologram is partially blocked by the iris, the224

image quality degrades by the noise of the blocked wave field. Considering that the diameter of a pupil225

is larger than 1.5 mm in the majority of cases [37, 38], A is set to 1.5 mm to avoid image degradation226

originating from a partially blocked wave field. From the above parameters, CoCeye is 15 pixels and227

the aperture size of the rendering camera is set to satisfy the diameter of a blur circle of the rendered228

images.229

Although a diameter of defocus blur of an nCGH can be enlarged by increasing the propagation230

distance, achieving a blur circle equivalent to that of a human eye is only possible under a small FoV231

(∼10 °). For example, if we increase the propagation distance to enlarge the diameter of the blur circle,232

the virtual image distance of the object(d) comes closer and the blur circle diameter of the eye(CoCeye)233

is also increased. As a result, an increase in the diameter of the defocus blur under a fixed propagation234

distance is required to attain a human eye-equivalent defocus blur with a holographic display.235

Experimental details236

In the experiment, an FHD resolution amplitude-only LCoS (liquid crystal on silicon) with a pixel pitch237

of 7.2 µm was employed (Extended Fig. 3), and the distance between the minimum and maximum238

depths was set to 2 mm. The dispersion diameters by the pixel pitch diffraction are 25 (red), 20239

(green), and 18 pixels (blue) under 2 mm light propagation. Considering that the maximum diameter240

of defocus blur of the rendered images is 15 pixels, the propagation distance should be longer than241

1.7 mm. Since the modulated intensity non-linearly depends on the assigned values of the pixels, the242

amplitude was calibrated by measuring output values for each input pixel value. An off-axis hologram243

was adopted and the grating period was set to 0.25 of its maximum period to avoid unwanted noise.244

The Burch encoding method[39] was used to project the complex wave field onto real values. With an245

adjustable 2D slit, zeroth order and higher order diffractions are blocked. As a light source, laser diodes246

with wavelengths of 638, 515, and 460 nm were used and were sequentially illuminated on the LCoS.247

To remove speckles caused by the coherence of the lasers, the holographic diffuser was rotated at the248

focused spot of the laser beams.249

Phase noise of the amplitude-only SLM250

Due to the properties of liquid crystals, it is inevitable that the amplitude-only SLM modulates the251

phase. The noise from such phase modulation can be avoided if an appropriate grating phase is ap-252

plied. Assuming that an amplitude modulation is given by f(x) and unwanted phase modulation253

is given by exp{ip1f(x) + ip2f(x)
2}, then the wave field at the SLM is given as f(x)eip1f(x)+ip2f(x)2 .254

Here, we approximated the unwanted phase modulation as a second order polynomial function of255

the amplitude modulation. To expand the expression, we employed the Jacobi-Angler expansion,256

eikz cos θ =
∑

∞

n=−∞
inJn(z)e

inθ, where Jn(z) is the n-th Bessel function of the first kind. Using a Fourier257

series expansion, f(x) =
∑

k Fk cos(kx+ φk), the wave field at the SLM can be expressed as,258

f(x)eip1f(x)+ip2f(x)2 = f(x)eip1(
∑

k
Fk cos(kx+φk))+ip2(

∑

k
Fk cos(kx+φk))

2

= f(x)
∏

k

∑

n

inJn(p1Fk)e
in(kx+φk)

×
∏

k,l

∑

n

inJn(p2FkFl/2)e
in((k+l)x+φk+φl)

×
∏

k,l

∑

n

inJn(p2FkFl/2)e
in((k−l)x+φk−φl).

(5)
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Fortunately, p1, p2, and Fk are less than 1 in our experiment, and so Jn(z) with |n| ≪ 1 can be259

neglected for those cases. As a result, Eq. 5 can be approximated as,260

f(x)eip1f(x)+ip2f(x)2

≈ f(x)
∏

k

J0(p1Fk)

(

∏

k,l

J0(p2FkFl/2)

)2

×

[

∑

m

iJ1(p1Fm)

J0(p1Fm)
ei(mx+φm)

+
∑

m,n

2iJ1(p2FmFn/2)

J0(p2FmFn/2)

(

ei((m+n)x+φm+φn) + ei((m−n)x+φm−φn)
)

+O((p1Fk)
2) +O((p2F

2
k )

2)

]

.

(6)

As we can see from Eq. 6, if a grating phase with a period eikprismx is applied, then eikprismx, e−ikprismx,261

e2ikprismx, and a constant term are generated. Moreover, Burch encoding[39] generates its conjugate262

term e−ikprismx and its phase noise-induced terms. As a result, the eikprismx, e−ikprismx, e−ikpitchx+2ikprismx,263

e−ikprismx, eikprismx , eikpitchx−2ikprismx terms exist, where kpitch is the wavenumber of the SLM pixel pitch264

and the terms such as eikpitchx−2ikprismx are created by the black matrix of the SLM. When the frequency265

of the grating phase is one third of the spatial frequency of the pixel pitch, our signal term eikprismx
266

overlaps with the noise term eikpitchx−2ikprismx and the noise cannot be filtered. To avoid such noise, the267

frequency of the grating phase was set to one quarter or less of the spatial frequency of the pixel pitch.268

Generation of the training dataset269

The objects in the 3D scene were randomly sampled from publicly available datasets[40–43] and each270

scene was rendered by Blender to have 21 varifocal images[44]. The textures of the objects used in the271

training stage were randomly sampled from the CC0 texture library and the textures of the objects272

used in the evaluation stage were sampled from the “Benchmark for 6D Object Pose Estimation”273

datasets[40–43]. The colors, orientations, and intensities of the light sources were randomly sampled274

while the maximum intensity was restricted to prevent overexposure. When a scene is overexposed,275

intensity sums of each varifocal image could be different because the intensities become clipped. Since276

the propagation of light conserves its total energy, varifocal images with inconsistent intensity sums277

cannot be constructed with a single wave field.278

The focal planes of each scene were equally spaced while the distances between the camera and279

the objects were significantly longer than the distances between the different objects to symmetrically280

blur either side of the focal plane. The symmetric blur in the rendered images is consistent with the281

asymmetric blur of an eye when a tiny display is magnified and projected to the eye. With the exception282

of the background, the pixel-wise statistics of the depth distribution were made almost uniform to283

prevent overfitting to a particular depth during training.284

Parameters of the loss function and the depth map with defocus blur285

Since the objects in the scene can have any depth, the number of varifocal images was selected to be286

21 pixels larger than the maximum diameter of the blur circle, while γ was fixed to 40 to avoid the287

simultaneous focusing of an object at two different focal planes. For an arbitrary object, the number288

of out-of-focus images (20) is significantly larger than the number of in-focus images (1) and so the289

reconstructed scene of the DEH is more influenced by the blurred images than the focused image.290

Thus, to apply a similar or higher weight to an in-focus image of objects, β was set to 20.291

Although defocus blur is not applied to a depth map in the majority of applications, we used a292

defocus-blurred depth map during the optimization and training processes to consider occlusion. If we293

assume that one object is located at the front of the scene and another object is located at the rear of294

the scene, a blur circle of the rear object does not invade a focused image of the front object when the295

front object is focused. In contrast, a blur circle of the front object invades a focused image of the rear296
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object when the rear object is focused (Extended Fig. 4). Assuming that an all-in-focus depth map is297

used when comparing the depth-weighted all-in-focus image and the intensity of the hologram for the298

rear plane of focus (second term of Eq. 2), the pixel weights of the rear object close to the front object299

are high even if the blur circle degrades the image quality. As a result, the loss function has a lower300

value when a sharply focused image is reconstructed near the boundary of the front object, ignoring the301

defocus blur of the front object. Such circumstances can be avoided when the defocus-blurred depth302

map is used for the second term of Eq. 2 since the rear object occupies a smaller area in this depth map303

than in the all-in-focus depth map for the rear plane of focus.304

Training of the neural network305

In the first stage of training, we used batch normalization layers in front of activation layers. When the306

validation loss stopped decreasing, the batch normalization layers and convolution layers were manually307

fused using running means and running variances. After fusing the batch normalization layers and308

convolution layers, the fused layers were trained again with the same dataset until the validation loss309

stopped decreasing. The training process took approximately 60 h using an NVIDIA V100 GPU. The310

trained neural network was symmetrically quantized using the TensorRT library and the same training311

dataset was fed to calibrate the quantization parameters.312
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Extended Figure 1: Simulation results obtained using a real world RGB-D image. Using a real
world-captured image[45], a DEH and an nCGH were synthesized and their intensities were simulated
wherein the total image size was resized to 1280 × 720. The large images show the front- and rear-focused
images, while the small images show the focus-dependent images (from left to right, 0, 0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, and
3.0 diopter). The first row of small images shows the front objects and the rear objects simultaneously, while
the second row of small images shows the noise on the leaves originated from the imperfect depth map.
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Extended Figure 2: Experimental results obtained using a real world RGB-D image. Using a real
world-captured RGB-D image[32], a DEH and an nCGH were synthesized and optically reconstructed. Since
the real world depth map includes depth holes, a monocular depth estimation algorithm[46] was adopted to
fill the holes. The optically reconstructed images are cropped to show the details. Black lines caused by wave
interference can be seen in the nCGH results but not in the DEH results. Moreover, defocus blur can be
perceived only in the DEH results. “Color” represents the all-in-focus color image, “cropped” represents the
cropped image, “depth with holes” represents the measured depth map depicting the depth holes with a
white color, and “depth with filled holes” represents the hole-filled depth map.

Extended Figure 3: Schematic representation of the experimental setup. Collimated RGB lasers were
illuminated on an SLM through a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). After the Fourier plane is formed by the
first lens array, zeroth order and higher orders of the grating phase diffraction implemented on the SLM were
blocked by the filter. The reconstructed hologram was captured by a camera with a second lens array.
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Extended Figure 4: All-in-focus depth map and defocus-blurred depth map overlaid on a color

image. a, The all-in-focus depth map. b, The defocus-blurred depth map for the rear plane of focus. While
acquiring the depth values in the area of the defocus blur, the depth values of the front object and that of the
rear object were randomly sampled by the renderer. To ignore the depth values of the rear object near the
boundary, the depth maps were acquired multiple times and the most front values among the numerous depth
maps were used. c, The boundary of the rear object of the all-in-focus depth map is marked as a red line in
the all-in-focus image. d, The boundary of the rear object of the all-in-focus depth map is marked as a red
line in the rear-focus image. e, The boundary of the rear object of the rear-focus depth map is marked as a
red line in the rear-focus image.
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